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I’ve recently been catching up with an old friend who emigrated to New Zealand,

and she’s been telling me about her experience of being adopted into a tribe and

given a new name. This wonderful inclusion and embracing of another culture has got

me thinking about the F word: Family. We are all born into a family of some kind. We

have no choice in the matter. The decision is made before we even open our eyes. Yet

our family influences us and shapes us. But what happens when we differ from other

family members in our beliefs and passions?

In writing this, I have in mind my own family, who have no interest in tattoos or

tattoo art whatsoever. This makes it quite hard when I meet up with them. I feel the

need to wear a cardigan and trousers in case a glimpse of ink should meet with

disapproving ‘tuts’. I know I shouldn’t care, but I do… and sometimes it’s so much

easier to cover up than be stared at. And there’s the additional problem of what to

talk about, other than the neighbours across the road and what’s on TV. It makes me

wonder, if you’re not interested in my job or my passion, then what is it about me

that interests you? It’s a poignant thought. I’m sure many of you, whether tattoo

artists or tattoo collectors, are in a similar position. 

In the twenty first century, more people are developing families outside of their

bloodline. Think about it: we might have a ‘work spouse’, a colleague we can confide

in and share jokes with; a group we can share our interests with; even an online

forum where we can discuss our hobbies and passions… and these associations are

all redefining what we mean by “Family”.

I think the tattoo scene is really fortunate in that sense. There is definitely a feeling of

belonging amongst us all. You only need to visit a studio, or a convention, to see the

sheer warmth and welcoming within the walls. Perhaps it’s down to the shared

experience of going under the needle, the appreciation of tattooing as an art form,

or even the anecdotes about disapproving remarks from parents or peers? Whatever

it is, there’s a feeling of acceptance, as well as a general common ground in which to

socialise and bond – with no judgement.

And in that sense, I personally feel incredibly lucky to have a ‘tattoo family’. There are

no specific people in particular – it could be someone I photograph at a show, or a

tattooist I have the privilege of interviewing – but I always experience a friendly

acceptance and a feeling of inclusion, and it’s something that I always look forward to

when going away with work.

If blood is thicker than water, I wonder if ink is thicker than blood?

WELCOME to 144

Lizzy
Total Tattoo Editorial Team 

lizzy.totaltattoo@gmail.com

‘Insanity runs in my family.

It practically gallops’

Cary Grant 
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NEWS & REVIEWS
Tattoo news and reviews for your delectation and
delight. If it goes on in the tattoo world, it goes in
here. Send us your news items, books or products
for review and items of general curiosity and
intrigue for the tattoo cognoscenti.

News, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich, Norfolk, NR7 0AU

WIN THIS HARLEY

Artist Jan Schekauski recently had a backpiece

designed by a rhesus macaque. Yes, you did

read that right! In a filmed performance piece

entitled ‘Dancing Monkey With Pants’ (in

which Jan and the monkey wear matching

jeans), the monkey applies paint to Jan’s back

until she has created a cohesive design. Cut to

a Berlin tattoo studio, where we see Jan having

a stencil taken, cleaned down, and tattooed.

The artist, Minerva’s Linda, then tattoos a

quote from Article 1 of the Constitution of

the European Union: 'Human dignity is

inviolable.' Although the concept may seem

bizarre (and indeed controversial) to many, the

resulting tattoo is really quite beautiful – a

colourful abstract design that has a really

dynamic energy. You can read more about Jan’s

art on his blog: jan-schekauski.tumblr.com

and the video can also be viewed on YouTube:

www.youtube.com/watch?v=qDY-

XVmZjNs

It may surprise you that tattoo inks are not subject to the same kinds of regulations as

pharmaceuticals or processed food – despite the fact that they, too, are manufactured chemical

substances that we put into our bodies. We’ve read in the press that the European Chemicals

Agency (EHCA) has recently highlighted a number of suspect ingredients found in tattoo inks,

some of which could be carcinogenic. Red ink has apparently been identified as potentially the

most dangerous. This is something that’s becoming a real cause for concern, and of course the

situation isn’t helped by the cheap imported products of dubious quality that are currently

flooding the market. Email editor@totaltattoo.co.uk and let us know what you think – and

whether ink worries are affecting your tattoo decisions.

This year’s Halloween Tattoo Bash will host a

very special raffle, where the lucky winner can

win a custom Harley Davidson. Tickets cost

£100, with all profits going to the convention’s

chosen charity, Wolverhampton Homeless

Outreach (who provide everyday essentials

for vulnerable people throughout the city, 7

nights a week, 52 weeks of the year). For

more information, email the organisers at

htb2016harleyraffle@yahoo.com

THIS MONKEY’S GONE TO HEAVEN

INK WORRIES

ARTIST WANTED
Tanuki Tattoo are

looking for a new

artist to join their

busy, award

winning studio.

The successful

candidate must

have a minimum

of three years

experience (this is

not an apprenticeship).

Please email examples of your work to

tanukitattoostudio@gmail.com
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BOOK REVIEW

Tom Davidson is a metalwork artist from Scotland, and is featured in this issue of Total Tattoo

Magazine. He has generously created this beautiful, one-off Geisha artwork for us (which

measures 30cm wide and 75cm high) and one very lucky reader can win it! To enter, all you need

to do is read our interview and answer this question:

After leaving school at the age of sixteen, what was Tom’s first job?

A) Blacksmith

B) Advertising agency

C) Barista

Email your answer, along with your name and address, to comps@totaltattoo.co.uk to arrive by

midnight on September 30th. Usual terms and conditions apply (see p4). Good luck!

WIN THIS PIECE OF ART!

ARTIST WANTED FOR JOLIE ROUGE
An amazing opportunity has arisen to join London’s famous Jolie Rouge Tattoo Studio.  They

are a friendly team in the heart of London who produce excellent work. Applicants must have

a strong portfolio, a good client base, and a great attitude. All enquiries, along with examples

of work can be sent to jolierougetattoo@gmail.com or

clarasinclairtattoo@gmail.com (No apprentices please.)

TOTAL
TATTOO

MAGAZINE

NOW ON

INSTAGRAM
We'll be posting great
tattoos, news, and
exclusive competitions. 

Follow us on 
#totaltattoomagazine

Tattoo
A novel by Landan England

CreateSpace Independent Publishing

Platform

“Brock believed there was a link through

himself back through history to a time when

humans were more in tune with their

instincts, perceptions, even magic. He had long

ago stopped mentioning his beliefs to anyone

but he knew his tattoo was part of all that

history. There was only one design available

and now he had it. He knew it as surely as the

difference between hot and cold, summer and

winter.” That's just a taster of this intriguing

novel. The story revolves around Brock, an

'ordinary' man in his forties who is unhappy in

his job and dissatisfied with his life. When he

decides to get a tattoo of a design that keeps

haunting him, things drastically change and he

is confronted with a momentous decision. This

is the kind of writing that really lets you lose

yourself within the plot, and if you’re a fan of

science fiction and tattoos it's definitely the

book for you. 
Busy central Brighton studio Blind Pig are

looking for a full-time artist. Due to high local

demand, they would ideally like someone who

excels in black and grey / realism, but they

would also consider other styles not currently

covered by the shop. Email your portfolio to

guestartists@blindpigtattooclub.com 
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Sex and Horror: The Art of

Alessandro Biffignandi
Korero Press (koreropress.com)

Alessandro Biffignandi was one of Itlay’s most

prolific artists in the 'sexy fumetti' genre –

adult comics with an outrageous mix of sex,

violence and twisted humour that had a huge

following in Italy from the 1960s to the 1980s.

His eye-catching cover art for these magazines

is legendary, and collected all over the world.

This book contains a huge selection of his

work, which is instantly recognisable by his

use of brushstrokes, giving the figures an

appearance of being carved from wood.

Another notable feature is his use of colour:

bold and bright, without clashing. But

obviously, what's really striking is the subject

matter itself. Nude women, mysterious beasts,

blood and all sorts of provocative imagery are

combined to create fantastical scenes that are

a feast for the eyes. Definitely worth a look if

this is your kind of thing! 

BOOK REVIEW FACIAL TATTOO 
FOR  NZ MP

TICKETS ON SALE

The Total Tattoo news radar has picked up a

story that is a real cause for celebration.

When the New Zealand Parliament recently

returned from recess, one of its longstanding

MPs, Nanaia Mahuta, was proudly wearing the

moko kauae, the traditional female Maori chin

tattoo. She is the very first woman MP to do

so. Ms Mahuta received her moko at the same

time as thirteen other prominent Maori

women in a traditional ceremony with great

spiritual meaning. It's a wonderful public

statement of Maori identity and a joyful

affirmation of both her own life story and that

of her tribe.

Plans are coming together for our first tattoo

convention at the Metro Radio Arena,

Newcastle Upon Tyne in April next year.

Advance tickets have gone on sale and are

priced at £12 for a day and £21 for the

weekend and are available from

www.facebook.com/bignorthtattooshow 
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ROBOT WARS

LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL

Do you dread having to make small talk with

your tattooist? Do you dislike making that

kind of personal connection? Well apparently

you can now have your tattoo done by an

industrial robot. Designed by Pierre Emm and

Johan da Silveira, in collaboration with

engineer David Thomasson, the robot

tattooist works with great precision… but the

human subject does still need to be strapped

down to prevent any movement! Exact

positioning is crucial, and the process involves

making a 3d scan of the area to be tattooed

before creating the design itself using special

software. We're reassured to hear there is still

plenty of human input needed behind-the-

scenes, but surely this can't be the future of

our beloved art? To watch the video, head to

https://vimeo.com/175491863 

We were recently contacted by Black Tooth

Tattoo Studio, who told us the sad news that

their tattooist friend Lex had been diagnosed

with a rare stage four sarcoma in his shoulder,

spreading to his liver, lungs and spine – which

means he is unable to work and has had to

close his studio. Black Tooth have been busy

fundraising for Lex and his family, not only to

raise money for his children's future but also

to ensure that they can all cherish some final

memories together. Lex's mantra (which helps

him to stay positive) is 'Life is Beautiful', so

Black Tooth decided to hold a charity flash day

with designs related to that theme. The day

included a raffle, with some very generous

donated prizes, plus live acoustic sets, stalls

with clothing and sweet goodies,

entertainment for kids such as glitter tattoos,

face painting and balloon modelling, a BBQ and

a bar. Nearly £4,000 was raised on the day, and

subsequent online donations are taken the

figure even higher. Everyone concerned is

immensely grateful. If you would like to

contribute, please head to 

www.gofundme.com/forthelittledudes
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Italian artist Andrea Lanzi creates bold, bright, punchy
tattoos that are instantly recognisable. His studio,
Antikorpo, is near Milan and has been open for

sixteen years. He is also a gifted sculptor, making
hyper-realistic pieces with a surreal twist that challenge
the viewer to think deeply about the subject matter. His
works have been exhibited all over the world (most
recently in Marco Manzo’s ‘Tattoo Forever’ exhibition)
and he has also designed trophies for several major
tattoo conventions.

Most of the tattooists I've spoken to find it hard to balance their time between different
artistic activities – there are never enough hours in the day – so I wondered how
Andrea managed to be a sculptor as well. “I don't know where I find the time,” he
laughs. “I stay up late to do my drawing and sculptures after I’ve been tattooing. It’s
difficult! It’s a 24-hour lifestyle!”

Andrea grew up in a town close to Brescia. A self-taught tattooist, he did his first tattoo
twenty two years ago, at the age of seventeen. So how did it all begin? “In Italy,
tattooing is a relatively new art, for the younger generation,” he tells me. “My parents
didn’t have tattoos... I saw my first tattoo on a friend of mine. That's where it started
for me. It's so different now! The new generation of artists are such an inspiration. I
need to keep my mind open so that I can learn new techniques and styles from them.
And clients are more educated now. They are willing to travel to get tattooed by their
artist of choice. I work in a small town – my studio is not in a big city like Milan – and
it's not a walk-in studio, so I know that anybody who comes here is coming specifically
for my work.”

Interview by Lizzy Guy • Photos by Andrea
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Andrea studied sculpture at the Academy
of Fine Arts in Brescia. His recent pieces
combine hand-crafted resin and rubber
with ready-made elements. Although
these incredible pieces are separate from
his tattoos, he describes sculpture and
tattooing as “the same passion” and
explains that he often tries to incorporate
ideas from his conceptual artworks into
his tattoos – the most recognisable being
the glass bottles for which he has
become so well known. “The glass bottles
were something I came up with at art
school, twenty years ago,” he explains.
“In my conceptual sculptures I've filled
the bottles with liquids, or put images into
them, then made bigger pieces from
them. I put my thoughts into the bottles. 
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I think it's really important to preserve
one's thoughts... and now my clients ask
me to put their thoughts into the bottle
that's on their skin. So with the tattoo
designs that I do – the bottles with things
inside – it's the same thought process as
the sculptures. In tattooing, you’re putting
thoughts onto and inside your body.”

Andrea’s tattoos combine new school
designs, neo-traditional elements and
realistic colour shading in a style he calls
Realitional. “I love the solid line of
traditional style, and I love the textures of
realism. I love colour, because colour is
true to life; it comes from your soul. 
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When I started out, I was doing simpler
traditional pieces. It’s definitely been an
evolutionary process. You don’t just wake
up one morning and decide what your
tattoo style will be.”

I ask Andrea to talk more about his
technique. “It depends on the skin. It’s
better to understand the limits of the skin
for each client, and not to stress the skin
in order to give a good saturation of
colour. I’m left-handed, so I tattoo back-
to-front (most right-handed artists do it
the other way round) so I don’t cover my
work and it doesn’t stress the skin. When
you work upwards, you’re not pushing
against the skin. It’s the same for lining.
For thick lines, I make two thin lines with
a small needle (a 3 or a 5) then fill them
in. That idea came from the early days
when I had to solder and make my own
needles – and I didn't want to make a lot
of them as it was so time consuming!”
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Given the current issues surrounding tattoo
legislation in countries such as Australia and
Japan, I thought it wou ld be interesting to finish
our interview by asking Andrea to tell me a little
about the Italian industry. The picture he painted
was in complete contrast to the problematic
situations we're hearing about in other parts of
the world. “Tattooing in Italy is not very highly
regulated,” he tells me, “and, in contrast to
some other countries, the regulations don't vary
between cities. As long as you have your health
and hygiene qualifications – regarding blood
borne pathogens and stuff like that – you're
OK.” 

Andrea Lanzi
Antikorpo Tattoo
Italy
www.facebook/antikorpo
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CARDIFF
TATTOO AND TOY CONVENTION

Words and Pictures James Sandercock

Over the past few years, the cities of South Wales have taken it

in turns to claim the title of Convention Central. A decade or so

ago, Swansea was in the ascendant (when I was a much younger

man and the tattoo world was, in many ways, rather different).

Then came the fun and friendly Newport convention, but as is

the way of things it ran its course. Then three years ago Cardiff

became the destination of choice for those of a pigment-loving

persuasion with the cleverly conceived Tattoo & Toy Convention,

the brainchild of the charismatic and crazy Chris Jones.

You may have seen Chris Jones in the

television series Epic Ink, but more

importantly he's one of the corner stones

of Physical Graffiti (along with studio

founder Chris Hatton). Chris has been

tattooing out of South Wales for many years

and he's a fine ambassador for Welsh ink.

Everyone respects Mr Jones, which means

this show has never had any problem

attracting great artists and great publicity.

2016's Tattoo & Toy Convention was

branded the Superhero Edition and it

claimed to be 'Wales's biggest ever tattoo

event'. It had moved down the road from

the Marriott Hotel to the Motorpoint

Arena, which is still smack bang in the

centre of the city, making it very easy for

me to pop out, chomp some sushi, drink

way too much strong coffee and get back in

time to feel like I hadn't missed too much.

Rather than being spread over three floors

as it had been in previous years, the artists

and traders were all in a single very large

space this year. This seems to be the

preferred format for conventions right now

because it offers a level playing field – but

personally, for a quirky show like this one,

I’m not so sure it's entirely suitable. It’s the

organiser's curse: how do you increase the

volume of your show while at the same

time maintaining the vibe that only smaller

rooms and more modestly scaled venues

can provide?

One undeniable advantage of a whopper of

a show like this is of course the sheer

number of artists you can watch. There

were around 280 to choose from, a mix of

new faces and established artists from all

around the UK. As in previous years the

entertainment was sourced from a Galaxy

Far Far Away and there were plenty of cool

bits and bobs for geeks of all persuasions.

Darth Vader was wandering about, wheezing

as usual (someone lend him an inhaler!) and

it seemed there were Stormtroopers

everywhere. Many of the artists attending

1.

2. 3. 4.

1. guy tinsley, wiseguys ink
2. karl atkins, ursa minor tattoo
3. simon cook, the ink spot
4. dane grannon, creative vandals
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this show are as sci-fi obsessed as the organisers and the customers, and

the tattoos done at the show clearly reflected that. However, the huge

expanse of space at this venue meant that you could actually walk

around for quite some time without ever making the connection

between Tattoos and Toys, and I felt there could have been more mixing

between these twin passions. Nevertheless, this is a format that really

works. Roll on 2017! And in the mean time, May The Force Be With You.

5. 6.

7.

8.
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5. jamie lee knott, 
dark horse collective

6. mr jones in the middle
7. lee clements, chimera tattoo
8. mat lapping, creative vandals
9. nipper, bridge end
10.‘pound of flesh’ synthetic hand
11-13. nipper, 

bridgend tattoo studio
14.andy walker, creative vandals

9. 10.

11. 12.

13.

14.
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15. 16.

17. 18.

19.

20. 21.
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22. 23.

24. 25.

26.

27.

15.ian turner, 
pretty hot and tattoo’d

16.dan stone, electric buddha
17.theresa gordon wade, 

epona tattoo
18.gari henderson, 

northside tattooz
19.karl atkins, 

ursa minor tattoo
20.great sketch

21.liam jackson, studio 31
22.ren shorney, chimera tattoo
23.prints for sale
24.rhys merry, black inc
25.paul vander johnson, 

triplesix
26.any old iron... man
27.alex tallboy williamson, 

secret society
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This month’s cover model, Shelly d’Inferno,

is a woman of many styles and passions –

including taking photographs, creating

upcycled clothing, making music and

performing with fire.

Where did your love of tattoos and the 'alternative lifestyle' come from?

I grew up experimenting with quite a few styles. It started with bright colours in the rave

scene, switching over to darker industrial/goth, and from there I somehow stumbled on the

band Kiss and decided that glam rock then punk was the coolest thing ever... and here I am

now! A woman of many faces. I think I was just fascinated with lifestyle and fashion and

wanted to experience and express as much as I could.

You're a photographer as well as a

model... Which came first?

They both came at the same time actually.

When I was little, me and my friends used to

pretend to be pop stars and put together

concerts, shoot pretend album and magazine

covers, and even pretend paparazzi pictures!

As we got older we didn't want to be pop

stars anymore. We wanted to be elves and

fantasy creatures. But we still kept shooting

photos, and eventually I went from a cheap

camera to a Nikon and started shooting all

sorts of styles, both in front and behind the

camera.

Could you tell us more about your

photography?

I shoot all sorts of stuff, but I think my

favourite genre has got to be dark beauty

images. Something moody, with lots of

expression or really creative styling. Photos

that speak loud. I love seeing an image that

gives you a whole story in your head!

As a photographer, do you find it

hard to trust someone else when

you're modelling? Do you have any

clashes of ideas?

Oh, not at all! I'm always very open to other

people's art and style and I love working

with people who do things differently. There

have been many times when I wouldn't have

taken or processed an image the same way

as my photographer has done, but that's

what makes it interesting. It's great when

you spark ideas together during shoots and

end up shooting something that wasn't

planned. Those often turn out the best.

Tell us about your clothing

company, Heavenly Inferno.

Heavenly Inferno is an upcycling custom

clothing brand that makes one-off pieces

from secondhand material. I went on a

three-year fashion design course and

discovered that I really liked re-making.

Seeing something go from ugly and

unwanted to cool and badass was just so

much more fun than making it from scratch.

I make things in all sorts of styles, but it's

mainly punk rock streetwear and post-

apocalyptic costumes.

You're a founding member of

Pyrohex. Tell us more!

Pyrohex is a self-managed fire performance

group run by myself, Rebecca Crow,

Cervena Fox, Gem Dee, Dani Divine and

Sununu Hernandez. We've been going

officially for about three years now. We

decided to start a group and take on a

career as Pyrohex after Cervena put

together a show at a London club. It took

off rather quickly, and now we perform at

tattoo conventions, music festivals, car

shows, club nights, etc.

Your tattoos are predominantly

black and grey. Are you planning

any future ink and is there a

theme?

My first ever tattoos were two red stars on

my hips, then I got two black and six grey

ones. When I was planning my first sleeve I

had to decide what look to go for, and it

ended up being black and grey as I feel this

suits me best. It's a little bit more subtle. I'll

let the bright hair take care of the colour! I

don't have a specific theme. My tattoos are a

collection of things I find beautiful and things

that mean something to me... and, I'll admit it,

some drunken ones and some small stupid

ones done by friends. I love them all. I've never

been someone who takes years to decide

about a tattoo. One thing that does recur in

my tattoos is circles. I like to have something

that makes them all come together a bit

more.

Who has tattooed you?

My artist is Miguel Angel (Latin Angel Tattoo,

Richmond). He was the first tattooist I went

to when I moved to London, and to this day

he has done a good percentage of my tattoos.

He has a great varied style and can make my

ideas happen. I've always been happy with

what he does, and there is such a lovely

energy around his shop. Jorge Becerra (Carpe

Somnium, Ipswich) is about to start my largest

piece so far – a full leg in a black and grey

alchemic style. I was blown away when I saw

his work, and the amount of detail in it, so I'm

very excited about this one.

Tell us about your other creative

activities.

Well I certainly try to keep it varied and

interesting! I work with modelling, performing,

DJ-ing, clothes, photography, make-up... and

whenever I have some free time (there's not

much of that!) I like to draw, or customise

guitars.

Any new projects coming up that we

should know about?

Music! I got involved in a music project with a

friend last year. We have a lot of finished

material and we're just sorting out the release

plan at the moment. Keep an eye out for The

Black Mercy!

You seem to have so many projects

going on, how do you fit them all in?

I barely don't. I literally have no free time. But

then again, I could say that I only have free

time, because I'm working with all my hobbies,

things I would be doing in my free time

anyway! It's pretty full-on though. I'm not

gonna lie. It would be great if I could be

someone who focuses more on fewer things.

Words: Perry

Photo: Mark Meijering
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If you could only choose one

professional path forward, which

would it be?

At the moment I would say performing. It's

such a powerful way of expressing yourself,

and it's got the fun costumes, the dancing, the

make-up and styling, the travelling, and of

course putting together the show music... so it

involves most of what I'm doing already!

What are your goals and aspirations?

I think my goal is to finish so many projects

and exhaust myself so much that one day I will

want to settle down somewhere. 'Settling

down somewhere' is actually something I

could never imagine myself doing, but it's

something I wish I could want. Other than

that, I just want to spread love and joy, be

good, do good and inspire people.

How do we connect with you?

You can find the best of my work put together

on my website 

www.shellydinferno.com

or follow me on

www.instagram.com/shellydinferno

www.twitter.com/shellydinferno

www.facebook.com/shellydinferno
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Whilst visiting the Scottish Tattoo Convention earlier this
year, I had the pleasure of meeting Tom Davidson, a self-
taught artist who uses sheets of metal and carefully applied
heat to create unique pieces of work that are wonderfully
illustrative and simply beautiful. I was intrigued, and
wanted to know more...

Has art always played a part in your life?
While I was at school, I was really interested in art but I only pursued it as a hobby. I had always
been good at using my hands and I loved building models kits. Good art materials were sadly
lacking though, and I had to be quite inventive about what I used. I can remember on one occasion
using the flip side of wallpaper for my drawings and paintings. At that stage, I had no thought of
following a career in art, but as I progressed through secondary school, it was the one subject that
I excelled in. I left school at sixteen then fortunately, after a year on a scheme for the unemployed,
I got a job with an advertising agency in Edinburgh. That was the start of my career as an
illustrator. Working there was like being in an Aladdin’s Cave. I had almost unlimited access to an
incredible array of art materials. It was fantastic. They offered me a permanent position – and
before I knew it I'd been there ten years.

Interview by Perry 
Pictures courtesy of 
Tom Davidson
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What other forms of art have you done?
At the advertising agency, I was expected to produce work in any medium or style – from
monochrome woodcut illustrations to watercolours to full-blown acrylic paintings. I also became
extremely proficient in the use of the airbrush, which became one of my favourite tools of the
trade.

Why do you think we like to surround ourselves with art?
Art makes people happy. It has the ability to cheer you up. But, like music, it’s personal to you.
What some people like, others won't like. And that brings variety to life. You might like a
particular style or a particular artist, or just the colours used in a particular painting, or something
about a particular sculpture. Or it might be a piece of art that reflects a period in your life, like a
poster from your favourite movie or rock band.

How was it to work at the Scottish Tattoo Convention?
The organisers liked my work and offered me a stall, but as it was my first time showcasing my
new copper work I wasn’t quite sure what to expect. However, people seemed to be fascinated by
the work and intrigued by the process. There were loads of questions – how much did the pieces
cost, how were they produced, etc. It was a great experience to meet so many interesting people,
from all walks of life, and get such positive reactions to my work. I sold some pieces and also
discussed commissions with people who wanted specific subject matter. Not a bad start! I would
definitely do it again.



Are there any similarities between tattooing and the work that you do?
The subject matter is often similar. However, the techniques involved in creating artwork in
copper are totally different from those needed for working on skin. For example, I use a blow
torch to create colour changes, and embossing tools to create a three-dimensional look.

Can you tell us more about how your pieces are made?
Each piece starts life as an original drawing. I then trace the drawing into the back of a copper
sheet. The embossing process then begins, which involves using small tools to press through the
image. I use three different sizes. The copper sheet is then turned over and I sharpen up the details
on the reverse side. At this point, I have a pushed-out image on a shiny piece of copper. In order to
start creating more definition, I completely blacken the copper sheet and then lightly sand the
raised area. This creates an element of light on shade.

What are the challenges of working with metal?
The copper I use needs to be very thin in order to reproduce the details of the image.
Unfortunately, this makes the piece fragile and very easy to dent or puncture. So I need to be
careful. The final artwork needs to be strengthened so that it’s not damaged by over-handling.

How do you colour your art pieces?
In addition to using basic black to create definition, I use a blow torch. When heat is applied to
copper, amazing colour changes start to take place. But the colours are very difficult to control;
they can change in a split second. This means that no two pieces will ever be the same. The
completed artworks each have their own unique qualities.
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How do you choose your images?
I'm a massive movie fan and I love a wide variety of
music, particularly rock. My main focus is portraiture, so I
can indulge myself by creating rock and movie stars in
copper. I also love comic books. However, I can create any
subject matter that I am commissioned to do.
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How many hours do you spend on a piece? And how much do
your pieces cost?
It depends on the size and, to a certain extent, the subject matter.
Some work is highly detailed and will take longer to produce. It
can take anything from one day to a full week. The price depends
on the number of hours, and can vary from about £200 to upwards
of £2000.

What are your hopes and plans for the future?
Anyone who is an artist knows that it can be a struggle to survive
without a regular income, but to work as a creative, and be your
own boss, brings a lot of satisfaction. Crafting work in a new
medium – and building a reputation – can be challenging. I'd love
to work at this full time and still be able to pay the bills.

Email: carad1965@hotmail.com
Phone: 07565807669
facebook.com/RavenHeartDesig
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If I had to sum up Stu Pagdin’s tattoos in just one word,
it would be dynamic.  Every piece is beautifully crafted,
with impeccable linework, flawless blending and a
strong, considered use of colour that is sympathetic to
the overall design. Although Stu specialises in both
Western and Eastern styles, his main love is Japanese.
From palm-sized tattoos to whole backpieces, his work
is outstanding. I felt incredibly fortunate to get the
chance to meet him and talk about his work.

Stu, am I right in thinking that you learned to tattoo in the UK? Were you
born here?
Yeah, I was born in the UK. We emigrated to Australia when I was four and that's
where I grew up. I moved back to the UK when I was seventeen, did my
apprenticeship, tattooed for about five years, then went back to Australia, where I am
now [at House of Daggers Tattoo Collective in Adelaide]. I still have a lot of clients in
the UK, so I’m always busy when I come back. I usually visit for a couple of weeks to
work on large-scale projects. There’s a couple of sleeves that I started two years ago
that I’ve recently been working on. It’s quite hard for a client to have ongoing work
from an artist overseas. If I don’t come back, they’re stuffed!

Interview by Lizzy • Pictures by Stu Pagdin
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I guess most artists see a natural progression in their work over time, so
does that make it difficult to revisit it?
Yeah, definitely. I guess it would happen anyway, whether it's ongoing work or not. If
you leave something long enough, you inevitably start picking at it. It’s weird coming
back to something you started so long ago and having to carry on where you left off.
Mentally you’re like, 'I know what I was doing at that point... but it’s been so long!'
It’s really nice that my clients wait around for me to come back. I’d be OK about it if
they went to someone else, but they always wait.

Do you have any upcoming plans for guest spots, aside from here in the
UK?
Who knows? I just take it as I go! In terms of work, I’d just like to continue on this path
and see where it leads me. I’d like to go to America next year and tattoo. I’ve not
been there before, and I have a lot of clients from there already. I also have a lot of
potential clients who email me and ask when I’m coming over. There's maybe six or
seven different studios I could work at.

What first inspired you to pick up a tattoo machine?
When I was very little, my best mate's dad was a biker and he had a lot of biker
friends. They all had awesome trad-style ink – skulls, panthers, daggers, etc – and I
was fascinated with those tattoos and how raw they looked. I decided there and then
that I would get tattooed one day. The older I got, the more obsessed I became with
that classic imagery, and eventually I was re-creating that kind of tattoo myself.
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From that early inspiration, your work has taken
a more neo-traditional direction, and you've
branched out into Japanese-style tattooing as
well...
Yeah, I really love Japanese woodblock prints. It's so
amazing what they can create with the use of carving and
the layering of colour. My biggest influences are the artists
Kunichika, Kunisada and Kuniyoshi. They portray male
and female postures and facial expressions so beautifully. I
try to pay homage to them in my own artwork and tattoos.
I love that you can be so creative with the Japanese style
of tattooing, and how fantastic everything looks when it's
massive!
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Are your neo-traditional pieces executed
differently from your Japanese tattoos?
I try, in a way, to bring them together. I like to
take elements from the different styles in order
to create a ‘new’ style. I don’t really get to do
much neo-trad stuff anymore – it's mostly just
Japanese – but every now and then I get to do
something like a lady head, or an animal, and
then because I’ve been doing Japanese for so
long, it gets a Japanese influence which gives it
a whole new look. Actually I wouldn’t really
mind if I didn’t do the neo-trad stuff. I still
respect it, and I really enjoy it, but I’ve got a lot
more love for Japanese and I’d like to pick more
of that up.

Is this something you’ve actively pushed,
for example via social media, or is it
customer demand?
It’s mainly clients asking me. I started painting
that stuff, but I wasn’t really intending on
tattooing it. I thought, 'I’ll just paint it, and see

what it looks like,' then when I started posting it on
social media people started asking to get it
tattooed! Now it’s what I mostly do. It’s heaps of
fun. You can be really expressive with it. And
because it’s not ‘traditional’, I can do what I want!

Do you find you can be more expressive in
your paintings than in your tattoos?
Definitely. But usually I don’t like to paint something
that I can’t tattoo. I try to tattoo in the same way as
I paint, so they complement each other. They
progress alongside each other. I’m learning
different ways of tattooing through painting. It helps
a lot with colours – because once I’ve painted
something, I know which colours will go well
together and I can then use them in a tattoo. That’s
not the case with all my designs though. Sometimes
I have no idea where I’m going with something. I
make it up as I go along! Because I use the same
colour palette for everything, I can just mix it up.
This year, I’m going to introduce some new colours
and broaden it out a bit.
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When it comes to designing and tattooing
Japanese pieces, do you follow the
‘rules’?
I have a great respect for Japanese tattooing
and its traditions – and I certainly wouldn't want
to disrespect it. If I was doing it 'traditionally' I’d
follow the rules more closely, but as it is, I like to
use the traditional style as a starting point and
then mix it up a bit. It’s fun!

It seems that it’s a troubling time for
tattooing in Australia at the moment?
You mean the licensing laws? Yeah. Because the
bike gangs are so closely associated with the
tattoo industry, the government is trying to
clamp down on them by hitting the tattoo
studios. The trouble is, there isn't really as much
organised crime going on as the government
thinks there is. It's usually just warring factions
within the biker communities. Adelaide, where
I'm from, is one of the worst places for it. Three
shops got fire-bombed last year! We don't have
any biker ties ourselves, but we were still a bit
scared when we opened our studio. That's why
we don't have any signs outside; we keep it
completely private. The shit thing is that because
each state has its own government, and its own
rules, there’s no such thing as a nationwide
license. So if I wanted to go and guest in
Sydney I'd have to apply for a tattoo license for
New South Wales, and I'd have to get my
fingerprints done and go to pick up my license...
and there’s all this crap you have to go through.
Then if I wanted to go to Queensland, I’d have
to do it all over again. And the process can take
up to six months! You have to be super
organised. Even international guest artists have
to apply for expensive temporary licenses.

Do you feel tattooing's future is
threatened in Australia?
It could go that way. The Australian Tattooists'
Guild are lobbying for a better licensing system
and they’re doing good stuff. More people
need to be aware of it.

House of Daggers Tattoo Collective
233 Henley Beach Road
Torrensville SA 5031
Australia
www.houseofdaggers.net
info@houseofdaggers.net
stu@houseofdaggers.net

www.australiantattooistsguild.com
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a-tai, top tattoo (taiwan)

amy savage, the warren

christopher kenyon, 
true til death
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fred hedger, needle and fred

mike boyd, the circle marcin ptak, inkdependent

luke summerville,

jacks tattoos

alex wright, 

grindhouse tattoo productions

barnaby titchener, 

tattoo club of great britain
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kerry irvine, 

modern electric tattoo co

cherub, skin kandi

kostas tzikalagias, dirty roses (greece)

jody dawber, jayne doe tattoo
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p j reynolds

rising phoenix

pauly fistfight

second city 

tattoo club

sween

dark poetry 

custom tattoo

wojtek przychodzki

inkdependent tattoo

jessie foakes

elysian tattoo studio

(australia)adrian edek, kult tattoo (poland)
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will sparling, blackdog tattoos

alex hennerley, adorned tattoo

matt craven evans, crooked claw tattoo ben nuthink, valhalla tattoo



   

peter lagergen, malmö classic (sweden) michael rose, michael rose tattoo

will sparling, 

blackdog tattoos

steven marshall, 

rude studios

patrick mcfarlane, 

black freighter tattoo co
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daniel baczewski
inkdependent tattoo

jacek staszica (ireland) ula riget, bar mojo (poland)

nat church, 

homeward bound tattoo

marcin ptak

inkdependent tattoo

tomas tofi torfinski, ink-ognito
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NORTHAMPTON
TATTOO CONVENTION

Words and pictures Perry

With the sun shining for what felt like the first time this year

(in June!) I found myself heading to the centre of the country

and the Northampton Tattoo Convention. Based at the

famous Saints rugby ground, this show has been running for

a few years now and is firmly established on the calendar as a

family-friendly favourite. Nigel and Sue from Suns and Roses

are lovely friendly people and that warmth spreads

throughout this show. 

The layout consisted of a long room under

one of the stands with a bar and a stage at

the far end. Tattooists were set along the

outside edges with a few mingled within the

traders up a central aisle in the middle of the

hall.

Many familiar faces turned up to support the

show. Greg Gregory was there with his

Airstream studio, and several of the Needle

Gangstas were present, including Tony the Ted

and Gary Simpson. And it was good to see

legendary machine builder Micky Bee, who

came along to soak up the atmosphere and

generally cause trouble in his own unique and

lovable way. Local boys Geofferson Longley

from Studio 59, Adem Senturk of Fat Fugu,

and Wayne and Nicole from Dynamite Tattoo

were all present and correct and it's always

good to catch up with Pete, Gary and the

family from Tanuki Tattoo. Obviously there

were more – in fact about 70 tattooists in

total. One of the great things about attending

conventions is crossing paths with new artists

who are putting out decent work and at this

show it was Alex from Black Market Tattoo –

a young lad with ability across a range of

styles – who caught my attention.

In previous years there has been a lot more

entertainment at the Northampton

convention in the form of a Wall of Death,

owl sanctuary, motorcycle stunt display and

even The Circus of Horrors, but sadly none

of these were present at this year's show,

partly due to noise restrictions. There was

still a good family vibe to the convention

though, and Sam’s Reptiles remained on hand

to wow the punters with the opportunity to

hold a large snake or stroke a venomous

spider.

Judging started at 5pm on the Sunday, with

Nigel himself in the hotseat, and some fine

pieces made their way to the judges table.

Then, with prizes duly awarded, it was time to

hit the road. 

This is a great local show. Nigel and Sue were

constantly on hand throughout the weekend

to cater to everyone’s needs, and there were

times when things felt genuinely busy. But the

UK convention scene is hotting up (there

were no less than three shows on this

weekend alone) and I can’t help feeling that

some of these smaller events will need to

box clever if they are going to thrive in the

future.

1.

2. 3.

1. gary simpson, greg gregory 
and tony the ted

2. adem senturk, fat fugu
3. wayne bewley decked out
4. sam’s reptiles were there
5. patryk, southmead tattoo
6 & 9. geofferson longley, studio 59
7. camey deadleave, 

cardigan ink
8. wayne bewley, 

dynamite tattoos
10. p j reynolds, phoenix rising
11. georgia, next generation
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4. 5. 6.

7.

8. 9.

10. 11.
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12. 13. 14.

15. 16.

17.

12-14. egidijus perminovas, 
eddy tattoo

15.holly, inkantations
16.alex, 

black market tattoos
17.ben labrum, 

alternative art tattoo
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I was eleven when Star Wars came out. My parents took
me to central London, to the Dominion Theatre on
Tottenham Court Road, to see one of the first ever
showings, and I remember how amazed we were at the
sound of spaceships coming from behind us! I've always
loved the films of course, but I must confess I was never
what you would call a real fan. But when Matt Difa from
Jolie Rouge invited me to cover the 40th anniversary
Celebration in London I naturally lied and told him it was
my favourite film of all time and I wouldn’t miss it for the
world. I duly applied for my press pass, then waited
several weeks to be authorised by Lucasfilm as an official
reporter...

I arrived at ExCel London on the Saturday morning to be met by one of the biggest
queues I have ever seen – there were literally thousands of people waiting to get in
– but I flashed my press pass and walked straight through. Inside, there were two
gigantic halls full of stalls selling everything Star Wars – bags, toys, mugs, shoes,
paintings, wall lights and of course hundreds of light sabres – and strategically
placed displays of the latest Stormtrooper uniforms from the forthcoming Rogue One
film, along with classic memorabilia from previous films. A very impressive life-size
TIE fighter dominated the centre of one of the halls. Add to this the enormous crowds
of fans – many of whom had chosen to dress up in their favourite Star Wars outfit –
and it was quite an overwhelming experience.

words and pictures by Perry



And as if that wasn't enough, alongside all this intergalactic wonderment
a couple of dozen world-class tattooists were plying their trade – Matt
Difa, Adam Hays, Chris Jones, Guy Tinsley, David Corden, Mike Bianco,
and others – all of them internationally known for their amazing Star
Wars pieces. They are members of an elite team known as 'Ink Fusion', a
coming-together of the worlds of tattooing and pop/comic subculture
that was the brainchild of tattooist Marc Draven. I got the chance to
speak with him and find out a little more.

Marc, how did 'Ink Fusion' first come about?
“I used to tattoo all week and go to geek events at the weekends. This was eleven
years ago, before tattooing at Comic Con was really underway. I knew that the
weekend was a tattooist's best time to work, but I also wanted to be at those
events... so it wasn't long before I realised that the two worlds would have to collide!
At first it was just me, but pretty soon other artists started to jump on the
bandwagon. So I figured that if people were going to ride on my coat-tails they
should adhere to the same stringent standards that I did, and that was how the idea
was born. I went to the directors and promoters of the events and said, 'OK, if I am
going to bring in all the tattoo artists, I want to make sure they are licensed and
certified, and the working environment is safe.' Everything is provided, and
everything is professional, so the promoters never need to worry. That one original
booth became three, then ten, and so on, until last year's Star Wars Celebration in
Germany where we had forty seven artists!”

guy tinsley, wiseguys ink

david corden, semper tattoo

joey hamilton (usa)
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How easy was it to convince the big
corporations – Lucasfilm, Disney – to
allow tattooing into their events?
“There was a steep learning curve on both
sides. We went from being tattooists who
happened to tattoo Star Wars imagery to Lucas
Film artists tattooing under license. We had to
show them how we do what we do, and
educate them about the special health and
hygiene requirements of working in a public
place. And we ourselves had a lot to learn
about all the extra restrictions, booth sizes, etc.
It's so different to a standard tattoo convention.
We have to get approval from the council, the
convention centre, the promoters, Disney,
Lucasfilm... and of course at the same time we
have our own standards to maintain. And every
venue is different so you have to do it all again
next time!”

adam guy hayes, red rocket (usa) marc draven

chris jones, physical graffiti matt difa, jolie rouge

judges: 
steve, matt, tom, shane
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Do you see much variation in the rules
around the world?
“In Germany we were given a single sheet of
instructions and told we had to put stuff in the
correct bins and that was it. Here in London we
had a 47-page risk assessment to complete and
every artist has to do a first aid course and pass
a blood-borne pathogen exam, plus we have to
provide them with our passport numbers, etc.
Most of this I would already have on file for all
my Ink Fusion artists, because it's a lot more
professional if can go to a council or other
authorising body and have everything they
might want before they ask. It shows we know
what we’re doing and they can trust us to do it
right.”

And I guess for the artists it's very
different to working in a tattoo studio...
“Yes it is. Before I came up with the idea for Ink
Fusion, I was working with WWF wrestling
(back when it was still called WWF) so I was
involved with the entertainment industry and I
knew how it worked. The Ink Fusion artists are
from the tattoo world, but when we’re here
we're part of the entertainment world and you
have to change your way of thinking. Definitely
no swearing! And you have to consider who
might overhear your conversations, especially
when you're talking about things of an adult
nature.” 

clara sinclair, jolie rouge

chris jones, physical graffiti

matt difa, jolie rouge
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You were tattooing before Ink Fusion. Are you still tattooing?
“I started tattooing at sixteen. I'm better at it now, but I'm nowhere near the
standard of the guys in the Ink Fusion team. But yes, I am still tattooing –
although organising these events does take up a lot of my time.”

Is Ink Fusion still evolving?
“Yes, it's constantly evolving. I've always had to keep changing things to keep it
at the top. Others have tried to copy the formula, but what you have to
understand is that this has been my world for the last twenty years and I've
developed strong bonds with all of the celebrities on both sides of the table.
Famous actors from the films come over to watch the tattooists do their thing,
and there's a mutual respect that exists between them. That's something that
we've created over a long period of time, and I've had the good fortune to be
involved from the beginning.”

How many shows are you involved in at the moment? 
“About seventeen shows a year, all over the planet. I have a family and a small
boy, who is my world. I am lucky that I can do a lot of my planning from my
home office, so I can spend time with him. Every now and then I shut the phone
off and block out everything else. Sure, I do sometimes get tired and maybe
want to take a break from it all, but it’s a lifestyle. There's no room for breaks!

theresa gordon wade and a wookie

rizza boo, bath street

theresa gordon wade, 
epona tattoo

justin smeeth, 
shinko tattoo (australia)piero tat-twin (italy)
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I'm working on shows with ‘The Walking Dead’,
which is a huge series in the States right now,
and 'Heroes’, which is based around the Marvel
characters, but Star Wars is the biggy. I could
bring in a hundred tattoo artists and they would
all be busy!”

Do you welcome enquiries from artists
wanting to join the Ink Fusion team?
“Yes, but people should know that we tend to
avoid rock-star types! We all have to conduct
ourselves in a professional manner – because
we're representing Disney, Lucasfilm, and of
course Ink Fusion, as well as ourselves
individually. It took a long time to build the
respect and we have to maintain that. Anyone
who is interested should check out
www.inkfusionempire.com

In what seemed like a microsecond in
hyperspace the whole weekend drew to
a close. There was such a lot that I didn’t
get to see or do, and yet I saw and did so
much! The Star Wars Celebration was as
exciting and amazing as the original film
had been all those years ago. I think
maybe I finally understand what all the
fuss is about.

adam guy hayes, red rocket (usa) chris jones, physical graffiti

matt difa, jolie rouge pete hall, 
evil from the needle
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ROME
TATTOO CONVENTION

Words and pictures Doralba Picerno

Last year when I reported from the Rome convention, 

I remember thinking it had started to become a little

repetitive. It was a good show, but it needed a fresh

injection of a certain 'je ne sais quoi'. So expectations

were high for this year's revamped and relocated

convention, and it delivered in spades!

It was fun, the weather was great, and there

was an excellent variety of high quality artists.

In fact this show dazzled. Located in the light

and airy setting of the Palazzo dei Congressi,

a period piece of 1930s architecture, it was

spread over two floors, which gave it space to

breathe. People could circulate more freely

(without constantly bumping into those

rucksacks which are the bane of so many

conventions!) and there was room to actually

watch the artists work in relative comfort.

With the tattoo conventions I've attended

recently, I've been noticing a definite shift

towards a more 'elegant' type of

entertainment event – by which I don't mean

a snobbish approach, but a more cultural

slant, just as much fun, but not as predictable

– and Rome seems to be following this trend.

The bulk of the artists were Italian, but the

easy proximity of Rome's airport (and the

attraction of Italy's spring weather!) meant

there were a lot of artists from overseas too.

Just to give you an idea, the names included

Tofi, Brent McCown, Alex De Pase, Marcin

Sonski, Bob Tyrrell, David Garcia, Matt Difa,

Marco Manzo, Zhang Po, Antonio Proietti,

Zek Kelemen, Miguel Bohigues, Clara Sinclair,

Horichiro... and many more. In terms of "skin

trends", I find that wherever I travel in

continental Europe certain styles seem

popular no matter what – and one of these

perennial favourites is the tribal pattern

tattoo. This style is still vibrant and up-to-

date, with interesting modern variations on

classic themes, but the old thick black lines

are still well in evidence without looking

obsolete. The black-and-grey gangsta style is

also on the up, very popular and beautifully

appropriated by local artists, as is realism, a

style that Eastern European artists have

become famous for, but which has also

percolated through to Italian artists. These

different trends were all on show in the

competitions, which occupied most of the

afternoons and evenings at the convention.

The Rome show has been growing steadily

over the last 17 years (17! Where has the

time gone?!) It has now become a real

contender on the European tattoo

convention scene and it looks like its new-

found status could well be sustainable.

1. greta bisotti

2. a beautiful venue

3. chiara, kiave rossa

4. fabio partisano, 

independent tattoo 

(san marino)

1.

2.

3. 4.



5. 6.

7.

8.

9.

5 & 6. giulia bongiovanni, 

ultimi romantici tattoo, 

(italy)

7. by antonio proietti, 

camdentown tattoo (italy)

8. martin y jumilla olivares, 

larga vida (spain)

9. brent mccown, 

tatau tattoo (new zealand)

10. erica by meng xiangwei, 

great tang tattoo (china)

11. silvio, living colours (italy)

12. benjamin laukis, 

the black mark (australia)
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10. 11.

12.
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13. 14.

15. 16.

17.

13. tofi, ink-ognito (poland)

14. sun, endless tattoo 

(taiwan)

15. tofi, ink-ognito (poland)

16. giove, 

fronte del porto (italy)

17. by silvia akuma, 

yama tattoo (italy)

18. by antonio bruno, 

sweet mamba (italy)

19. by meng xiangwei, 

great tang tattoo 

(china)

20. alessandro alfonsi,

art exhibit (italy)

21. by stefano reynoso, 

delirium tattoo (italy)
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18. 19.

20. 21.
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22. 23.

24. 25.

22. marianna bevilacqua, 

maia tattoo (italy)

23. nicolò zago, 

inked soul (italy)

24. zek, comic tattoo (hungary)

25. luigi marchini, 

luigi marchini tattoos (italy)
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Un1ty is the physical manifestation of two artists'

commitment to each other. It's an extension of

how they feel about tattooing, the natural

evolution of their creative life together, and the

definition of the shared experience they want to

have with their clients. Jo Harrison and

Hanumantra Lamar have created a space that feels

incredibly personal. You are welcomed into what is

essentially part of their home. Very few tattoo

studios that I have visited feel quite like this! 

A couple of years ago, the pair left the hustle and bustle of Modern Body Art (the

iconic tattoo studio in Birmingham that Jo started and still co-owns with fellow artist

Matt Hunt) to begin the process of creating their own environment, a place where

they could grow – together – as artists.

Hanumantra: We both felt we wanted a lifestyle in which we could

integrate our work and our personal life, or at least blur the boundary

between the two. We wanted to get away from the concept 'We are at work /

We are at home'.  Of course most artists go home and draw after work, but

our plan was to create an environment where our home lives and work lives

crossed over with no conflict. It's also about the connection between

ourselves and our clients. We are working on something together and that

creates a bond. With a tattoo, two individuals are working on the same thing.

Jo: Yes , it was so important to create a space to nurture that relationship,

which can be so difficult to do in a very busy studio like Modern Body Art

(although we do still go back and work there). 

Hanumantra: I suppose what we wanted was a shift in the way we view

tattoos. They can be seen as just a fashion accessory, where it's all about how

the tattoo looks (and as long as it looks good that's all that matters), but we

wanted to move away from that mindset. We wanted to make tattooing much

more of an experience-based process. Personally, I've had some great tattoos

from people I respect and admire, and I love those tattoos even more for the

time we spent together whilst I received them. I think anybody with a lot of

tattoos eventually forgets about them – it's just ink under the skin – so it

becomes more about the experience you had with that person and what it

represented for you. We wanted to take that idea and really focus our

words and pictures by James Sandercock
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energies on it, giving people an experience that would make them cherish their tattoo. This

building is just bricks and mortar, but what makes it special is the people we attract here. The

people who come through the door are what make Un1ty what it is. Jo and I are a part of that,

but we needed to create a message and then project it so that the right people would find us.

Then we could connect with people who are looking for what we offer. People who feel the

same way as we do.

Jo: It’s been something of a progression. We had a private studio in the basement of Modern

Body Art and that gave us what we really craved – a more personal creative space just for the

two of us – and we found it gave us a better connection with our clients.  Eventually we outgrew

that space, but we wanted to continue to explore the same kind of idea.

Hanumantra: This is the physical embodiment of the concept that is Un1ty. It's completely

us, with no compromise. 

Listening to Hanumantra and Jo talk about Un1ty, it struck me that their philosophy is somewhat

unusual... because most of the people I know strive to keep their work lives separate from their home

lives! I was curious to know why Jo and Hanumantra were so keen to blend everything together...
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Hanumantra: We want people to feel that

we are opening up more than just a door into

a studio. We are inviting them into our

personal space. It's not quite our private life,

but it's definitely a big deal for us. 

Jo:  Hopefully it makes people more

comfortable. We have had most of our clients

for a really long time (as they are large-scale

projects) so we want to make it as special for

them as possible. Everyone ends up becoming

our friend and we keep those relationships for

years and years. 

Hanumantra:  We have only had good

feedback about the space. For many people it’s

a new experience and not one that they might

expect. People react to the amount of effort

and energy that we have put into providing

them with a unique and personal experience,

and of course they go on to be part of that

and contribute to it.

And that concept of needing the artist and the

client to come together to enable that special

creative process is at the heart of Un1ty. 

Hanumantra: No one does anything great

by himself or by herself. You can only go so far

on your own. To really do something you need

to be part of something bigger. 

Jo: Interestingly enough, that’s exactly the

stage we have reached now with Un1ty. We

have provided this space for our family, and for

us to work together with our clients, but now

we are trying to build a team around us. Just

to enable us to concentrate on what we are

good at and help us push forward. 
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I wondered if this expansion of the team might

jeopardise the very thing they've worked so hard to

achieve – and perhaps even bring a more

conventional business structure to Un1ty, with all the

associated pressures and stresses?

Jo: It's actually really difficult to find that balance.

There's always an element of business, because we

have to charge for our tattoos. Personally, I've

always found that to be one of the hardest parts

of being a tattooist, so it's nice to have somebody

to take care of that side of things. But we would

never let business take over and jeopardise what

we have with our clients. We just would not allow

that to happen. 

Hanumantra: Both Jo and I don’t tattoo for

money. Of course we have to make money to be

able to live, but it's not our main objective. And

we don't seek celebrity either. It's just not about

those things. It was being tattooed that pulled me

into tattooing. The feeling it gave me. Whenever I

finished a long sitting I felt somehow elated. Of

course I was physically tired, but I was in an

almost euphoric state. I always feel empowered,

and more aligned with how I see myself. I wanted

to be able to offer that to other people. That

afterglow. It's a big deal. You're changing the way

someone looks – forever – and by doing that

you're changing the way they feel about

themselves, which in turn will determine who they

become. Perhaps it's not as dramatic as that; it's

more of a subtle shift. I do a lot of cover-ups, and

I've had people come to me who won't even take

off their t-shirt on the beach because they're so

embarrassed about their tattoos. And then you

give them something they're proud of, and that

changes the whole way they interact with the

world around them.



Jo: It's true, and it’s beautiful to see. Developing that connection with a client, through the

journey you've taken together, is one of the most special aspects of tattooing – that's for sure.

We've both had quite a few clients like that recently. I tattooed a woman who'd had three

children via c-section, and other surgery such as a hysterectomy, and she was so embarrassed

about the way her lower stomach looked she barely even wanted to show the area to me. To

watch her develop into a confident, completely different person has been incredible. 

So Uni1ty is about the importance of feeling part of something special, something that can facilitate

change. It's a welcoming, nurturing space for personal growth. 

Jo: I think there are a lot of tattooers around who just don’t appreciate that about tattooing, and

it's a real shame. 

Hanumantra: It's as if they've set themselves an objective and they only want to do 'this'. You

can certainly have a clear direction in the work that you do, but I do believe you also have to be

able to interpret what people want from you. That probably sounds strange coming from me,

because I just do what I do, but the people who want that kind of thing find me and then we

work together. I do what I consider to be the strongest visual manifestation of tattoos. When

someone gets out of the shower in the morning, and they see a big powerful black tattoo on

their skin, I think that will adjust their mindset for the day (albeit subtly, as I said earlier). A tattoo

is almost like armour. I believe in what I do and I am honest about it. It is what it is, and I am as I
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am, and by putting that out there the right

people will find their way to me. By

connecting with those people who feel the

same way as I do – and who want the same

thing out of a tattoo – I know that we can

create the best tattoo and the best

experience together.

Jo: If you show yourself in the most honest,

genuine and open way, and put that out to the

world, then hopefully the right people will find

you. If you put up barriers or pretend to be

something that you're not, then the wrong

people will come to you and you're going to

be constantly battling. 

For Jo, Un1ty is the next phase of a 20 year

career in tattooing. Everything that has influenced

her over that time is distilled into her current

work.

Jo: For me now, the most important thing

that can I do is truly represent my client. How

they perceive themselves to be – that's what I

want to show. I do all sorts of different subject

matter, but the thing that brings it all together

is the way I like to put it onto the body. I use

the kind of flow you see in large-scale

Japanese work. I've been through so many

styles over the years; my work is a

combination of all those things, just on a larger

scale. I definitely don’t have any agenda

regarding subject mater. I need my clients to

know themselves well enough to be able to

choose what they want on their body. It's not

for me to say, 'I think you should have that'

just because it's what I want to do on that day.

What we have created here is an environment

where clients have the time to explore those

ideas.

Finally, I was interested to know whether Jo

and Hamumantra, with their different artistic

styles, are as inspiring to each other as they

are to their clients?

Hanumantra: On many levels, our

work is not so different. But perhaps most

importantly our aims are the same. We

talk a lot about that. We both want to fit

large scale work onto the body so that it

looks like it belongs there. Jo has started

to freehand more now, which has always

been my approach. 

Jo: I have been stencilling large-scale

work for twenty years now, but watching

Hamumantra has given me the confidence

to do it freehand. We definitely end up

influencing each other. Though our work

may look very different, it has parallels.

When a person believes so passionately in

what they do, it rubs off on you!

Hanumantra: All the important things,

we do the same. And the philosophy we

have is the same.

What Jo and Hanumantra have created

together is what tattooing means to them.

Un1ty comes from the heart.

sweetstingtour@gmail.com

0121 236 0753

www.un1ty.tattoo

Modern Body Art

183-185 Corporation Street

City Centre

Birmingham

B4 6RG
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PORTSMOUTH
TATTOO CONVENTION

Words and pictures Perry

We are blessed here in the UK with some great tattoo

conventions of all shapes and sizes - from big internationals

with a packed roster of entertainment to small cosy affairs

with a handful of local artists enjoying a relaxed social get

together. The Original Portsmouth Tattoo Convention has

been running for close to twenty years now, and in that time

it has witnessed the UK convention ‘scene’ change

drastically. Yet throughout all this turbulent upheaval it has

remained a good solid traditional show with a clear focus on

tattooing and community.

The Original Portsmouth Tattoo Convention

is put on by Steve and Shirley Willett from My

Last One Tattoo Studio, along with a large

crew of friends and family who are always

present and super friendly and helpful.

Everything runs incredibly smoothly, which

makes for a very relaxed and enjoyable few

days. With so many studios being local, the

banter and general humour is set to a high

level and you are never far away from a good

time.

Set in the opulent surroundings of the

Guildhall, near the main shopping area, this

show is easily accessible to all. After entering

the building you follow a corridor to the right

that leads you past numerous interesting

stalls including a collection of tattoo

memorabilia put together by Steve Willett,

himself a tattooist of long standing. Turn left,

and you find yourself in the large main hall

filled with tattoo artists comfortably

positioned in large booths. Low dividing walls

give the place an open friendly vibe and bright

lighting makes it all feel fresh. This is an old

traditional theatre, so the stage is massive,

and throughout the weekend it played host to

various bands, burlesque performances and

video presentations, plus the ‘Miss Tattooed

Portsmouth’ competition on the Saturday. It

was also the natural destination for the

tattoo competitions. There is always a good

mix of artists here and all the usual

categories were present. It seemed that the

entrants just kept on coming! Everybody

wanted to win a prize, and having seen the

trophies I wasn't surprised. Steve made his

own this year, and they were some of the

best I have ever seen - hand-painted and

glazed plates, decorated front and back, each

one designed in the particular tattoo style

they represented, they were simply beautiful.

There were some truly impressive pieces to

photograph, and the time quickly slipped by.

Tattoo fans young and old come together at

this annual event, and the grass roots of

tattooing are clearly alive and well on the

south coast of England. Long may it continue!

1.

2.

3. 4.

5.
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1. taking the pain

2. craig bartlett, adorned tattoo

3. the art of gary cool

4. joe farrell, kilburn original

5. handmade trophies by show 

organiser steve willett

6. jamie eskdale, 

inskmiths of london

7. jarek slezak, 

rock n roll tattoo

8. alex hennerley, 

adorned tattoo

9. ginger tom, ginger tom’s

10. fred, needle and fred

6. 7.

8.

9.

10.
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11. 12.

13.

14. 15.

11. scott hansler, kingston ink
12. john hanson,
13. craig bartlett, 

adorned tattoo
14. alex hennerley, 

adorned tattoo
15. ollie smith, 

first electric tattoo parlour

16. tattoo king (taiwan)
17. steve airey, skin illustrations
18. ben carter, adorned tattoo
19. dave weighill, on the line
20. aaron willett, king ship
21. james allen, 

straight to the point

22. phil gibbs, stand proud
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16. 17. 18.

19. 20.

21. 22.




ThenameMickyBeeissynonymouswithsupreme

qualityhandcraftedtattoomachinesthatarecovetedand

treasuredtheworldover.Anoldschooltattooist

originallytaughtbyLesSkuse,Mickybridgesthegap

betweentheoldergenerationandtheyoungartistsof

today.Heisatruetattoocharacterineverysenseofthe

word–oftenoutspoken,sometimesoutrageous,always

entertaining.Ihadtherealpleasureofspendingan

afternoonwithhim(andfellowmachinebuilderBov)on

awetWednesdayinLeicester.

Micky feels that the tattoo world has changed massively in the last thirty years. “I don’t

care what anybody says, we worked fucking hard for our money. Thirty years ago if you

wanted to be a tattooist you had to build everything yourself. You couldn’t simply buy a

machine. We were using one-piece spring machines and if your spring broke you couldn’t

just order another one and bolt it on. You’d have to go and make a new spring, and it

would mean you might have to close your shop while you did it because we never had lots

of machines. You’d probably only have a couple and they would be used for everything. I

worked out that parts of the big spiral spring from an old wind-up clock had just the right

tension to make a perfect spring for a tattoo machine. You had to cut and file them, and

drill a hole in them, but they were perfect and they never broke! And I made a set of

needles using the centre hole in the middle of a clothes peg, which created an oval shape

a bit like a 14-round. They were magic for packing in the colour sideways. It would go

into the corners, and it would put in solid colour as flat as you like. But we never told

Words by Perry • Pictures by Perry, Micky and friends
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anyone this kind of thing, unless they were

really close friends. We were always

careful not to let the information leak out

into the wrong hands.”

“We all had little cliques of those we

trusted,” Micky continues, “and we’d talk

about what we were up to. If one of us

found a better way to do something, we

would tell the others and we would all

make progress together. That’s what it was

like. I met loads of great people back then,

like Doc Graham for instance. We were all

making and selling our own colours, but

his were amazingly bright. The problem

now is that everyone is looking for a way

to make money and they don’t want to

spend time developing an idea. They just

want to manufacture it, and make profits

from the knowledge that has come out of

years of trial and error. That’s what has

destroyed the whole game.”

“I travelled the world and met Johnny

Two Thumbs in Singapore, Pinky Yan in

Hong Kong, and Spider Webb and Ed

Hardy in America. I’ve met every one of

the famous artists. And I learnt from them

all. How they made their inks, for

instance, like the mercury-based reds that

led to us having lumpy reactions. Winsor

& Newton the art supply company sold

pure pigment in the days before pre-

dispersed tattoo inks were available, and I

used to blend them up with a fifty-fifty mix

of purified water and vodka or Listerine.

I’ve still got some from eighteen years ago

and they’re brighter than most of what you

can buy today.”

Typically Micky has a strong opinion on

the subtle realistic tattoos favoured by so

many artists working today. “I don’t care

what anyone says. For a tattoo to stand the

test of time you have to have a line. All this

building up of colour in layers will just fall

out and disappear. There is only one way

to put a tattoo on and that’s to stick a

bloody needle in! In the past if you wanted

to go from light to dark, you’d put the light

colour in first, then a darker one, then a

darker one on top of that. And if you

wanted it smoother, you’d work some grey

wash over it. And that’s it. Ten hours to do

a palm-sized portrait!? I would probably

do a full sleeve in that time! And I’d

guarantee it would be there until three

weeks after you die or your money back!

For me, a good solid line and some flat

bright colour are what makes a tattoo

beautiful. If you use the correct machine –

and it’s set up correctly – tattooing should

be a doddle. Phill Bond and his family

used to use a double spring machine with

one set at a different angle so that it ran a

bit like a rotary and really packed the

colour in. Little tricks like that take a

lifetime to learn.”

Micky did his first tattoo at the tender age

of seven. It was his granddad who first

showed him the skills that would become

the basis for his life’s work. He was a bare-

knuckle boxer travelling with the

fairgrounds who did some tattooing on the

side (which Micky tells me he learnt from

an Indian tattooist called Ginky). I asked

Micky if he ever actually tattooed his

granddad. “Did I fuck! He’d have punched

me head in. My Nan wouldn’t let him

tattoo any of us kids either. But I knew

from when I was very young that I was

going to tattoo. Everything that I have ever

wanted to achieve in my life, I’ve made

sure that I’ve done it. I think that’s what

keeps you going forward – always having

goals to aim for – because if you’re not

going forward, you’re not going anywhere.

It used to be that tattooing was passed

down through the family, and everyone

was a character with charisma, but that’s

all lost now. It has simply become a

service industry. Half the time the

tattooist wears headphones and doesn’t

even talk to the customer. No laughing, no

joking. Just sit down, do the job, thank

you very much, see you next time.”
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Micky was born in Middlesbrough and

brought up in Coventry. His exact age is a

bit of a mystery as he is from true

travelling stock, but his birth was

registered in 1953. Schooling was limited

and life could often be tough, but Micky

had the pleasure of a brief period of

enforced education courtesy of The

Portishead National Nautical School

(which, as he describes it, was for “semi-

delinquent” boys). As well as tattooing his

friends there, he studied art, metalwork

and engineering – subjects which, if you

think about it, have formed the bedrock of

his career. It was during this time that he

met Les Skuse, who promised the young

Micky that if he would stop “fucking up

these kids” by tattooing them, he would

teach him to do it properly – and that’s

exactly what he did. Micky also spent a

period of time in the Merchant Navy,

travelling all over the world and

circumnavigating the globe three times. 

Micky believes that knowledge is the

greatest gift and he is passing on as much

as he possibly can to Bov [of Bov Williams

Tattoo Irons]. I wanted to know what

made Bov so special in Micky's eyes. “I’m
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not being funny,” he confides, “but I think

he is making the best machines on the

market now. Where else in this country

can you pick up the phone and talk to

someone and tell them, 'I want a machine

that does this-and-that, and I want it to be

this colour, with these wraps, and can it

weigh so-and-so, to fit with such-and-such

a grip' and get it custom made to your own

specifications, and know that it’s going to

work and keep on working for years to

come? That’s why I’m working with Bov.

Because he knows what he’s doing and he

listens to what I say. And I trust him.”

So how did the transition from tattooist to

manufacturer of world class tattoo

machines come about? Micky tells me it all

began when he bought some machines

from a friend. He paid good money for

them but they were, in his words, “shit”.

So he took them right back. “But my friend

still insisted they were good. So I said to

him right, I’m going to make better
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machines at half the price and only sell

them to registered tattooists just to prove

that it can be done. And from that day to

this I can stand up and say I have only

ever built the best machines I can – to the

very best of my ability. I get calls from

tattooists who bought my machines twenty

five or thirty years ago and they’re still

using them every day and have never even

had to replace so much as a spring. I

began by making individual machines that

were all 100% handmade. They became so

popular people were pushing me to create

a production line to satisfy the demand,

but I knew that if I did that there would be

no way I could maintain the same quality.

So I employed just a few people to work

with me. We would make a few hundred

machines and take them to a show and sell

the lot!”

Micky has always had a good

understanding of anything mechanical.

Way before getting into tattoo machines,

he used to rebuild car engines (without

needing to refer to any manual). “My

problem is that if I think something can be

improved, I can’t leave it alone. It keeps

gnawing away at me until I find a way to

fix it. I’ve always been like this and I’m

still the same today.” This desire to find a

better way of doing things means that

Micky views mass-produced tattoo

machines with a very critical eye. “The

steel that a lot of those machines are made

from is no fucking use. It goes rusty in the

ultrasonic. Our machines are made with

301 surgical stainless steel, or even top

grade 304. And all that disposable plastic

shit can’t be doing anyone any good either.

Metal needles running across plastic will

be wearing that plastic away and taking it

into the body, and you mark my words –

time will tell.” 

Although Micky himself may not be

famous, his hand-crafted machines

certainly are. They’re known for their

quality the world over. And, as often

happens with premium branded products,

low grade fakes are being offered for sale

by certain unscrupulous suppliers. A while

back Micky became aware of mass-

produced machines that were being

marketed as Micky Bee originals, complete

with ‘certificates of authenticity’. “I’m

telling you now, I’ve never given any

supply company permission to use my

name or sell my machines. It’s not right –

people are being conned. And I’m getting

calls from tattooists saying they’ve bought

one of my machines from some supplier

and it’s shit and what am I going to do

about it! Any supplier who tells someone

they’re buying a Micky Bee machine is

lying. My hand-crafted machines are

available only through me and Bov.”

So I guess the million dollar question is:

What makes a Micky Bee machine so

special? “I don’t build tattoo machines the

same way as anybody else. They may look

the same, but they ain’t the same. Bov

knows...” And at this point Bov interjects,

“I’ve only ever used Micky’s machines.

Whenever I handle some other machine, I

realise how bad they can be – the

materials, the design, the construction,

and how they’re not balanced and don’t

run smooth... Everything! Micky and I are

not very academic, and we’re both
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dyslexic. We’re practical people, we

problem solve, and we can work out

logical solutions. My coils are unique;

people try to copy them, but they can’t get

them right. I sell my machines for around

£160 and if anything goes wrong I’ll repair

them for nothing.” Micky continues, “I’ve

always sold my machines for a fair price,

and I believe every machine should earn

money for its owner for many years.

Tattoo prices are going ridiculous now,

with some tattooists charging so much

that ordinary people can’t afford to get

tattooed – but it’s been the ordinary

people who have kept this industry going.”

Once tattooing has its claws in you, it has a

habit of not letting go. I wondered if Micky

had any plans to retire from the profession

he’s so passionate about. “I’ve tried to

retire from tattooing a few times, but to be

honest I don’t think I can. It ripped my

heart out. I can’t do it. I missed sitting in

the studio talking to people. I missed

putting in the ink. This tattoo game has

been so good to me. There is nothing else

that gives me the same satisfaction.” And

what about the health problems that are so

often associated with a long career in

tattooing? I wondered if Micky suffered

with any of these. “Yes, I do have some

problems with my hands,” he tells me,

“because we used to have very narrow

grips and I always held on to them too

tightly. Today we use much bigger, fatter

grips and balance the machine better.”

Staunchly loyal to the coil, Micky fires a

characteristic criticism at the way many

contemporary tattooists are moving over

to rotaries in order to avoid problems with

vibration. “Lots of younger artists favour

rotaries, but that’s only because they don’t

know how to properly tune and set up a

decent coil machine. They’re not educated

properly. They haven’t worked with an

older tattooist who can teach them.”

Looking back, Micky has a lot to be

thankful for – and he’s the first to admit it.

“I’ve met some amazing people and had a

wonderful life. Most people who come into

the studio are genuine, down-to-earth

working class folk. It’s usually a great

pleasure to spend time with them. The

industry has served me well and I hope my

legacy is worthy. There are some people

who call me a right horrible bastard, but

I’ve never fucked anyone over and I’ve

helped a lot of people – tattooists and

others. I’ve never asked for anything in

return – only that they remember, and

when they find a person in need they pass

that on.”

And finally, the mystery of Micky’s name.

Why is he called Micky Bee? “My proper

name is Michael Bourne,” he explains. “It

was Dave Diamond who first called me

Micky Bee – because a tattoo stings like a

bee and a tattoo machine sounds like a

bee. It just stuck!”

My advice to anyone interested in getting

hold of a Micky Bee machine is to get in

touch with him quickly. He is very poorly

at the moment, and the future looks

uncertain. Bov is lined up to carry on the

work that Micky has started and he can

be reached at 

www.facebook.com/bovwilliamstatt

ooirons
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Cal Jenx

H
ello again, dear readers. This month's column is the

first in a series about something that many tattooists

ignore, misunderstand, or downright hate. Take a seat

next to me on the naughty step. I’m going to explain the

unpleasant necessity that is... MARKETING. Done wrong, it can

be a dirty business, but done right it's a simple and beautiful

thing.

Why is it seen as the root of all evil? Well

marketing is selling, and we all hate being sold

something. We don’t want to be hit over the

head with a sales pitch by someone trying to

get our money. It feels desperate and

unnecessary, and it undermines the real value

of the thing itself – whether it's something we

want or not. In fact, the ‘hard sell’ is very likely

to make us not buy something that we want.

That's how much we despise those kinds of

tactics.

But marketing – done properly – is nothing

like a ‘hard sell’. In fact it's not selling at all. It's

the opposite of the shouty household cleaning

products bloke or the cringeworthy chocolate

bar ad. It’s simple, natural and effective. It’s

about communicating and educating, and

getting your product (your art) in front of

people. And I have some great news. You, as a

tattoo artist, have exactly what every

successful marketing person needs. You

understand your art, you love it, and you’re in

charge of what you do.

So let’s leave marketing's negative

connotations behind us and, over the course

of this series, explore some straightforward

and elegant ways in which you can engage with

your audience without coming across as a

used car salesman. I call these techniques

‘communicative marketing strategies’. First up

is Storytelling.

You’re a visual artist. You rely on the visual

element of your work to sell it and you

therefore want to captivate viewers in a single

glance. But in our increasingly over-saturated

market that single glance is getting shorter

and shorter. Clients have a lot to look at, and

they're bombarded by logo-laden, sale-now-

on, hashtag-heavy advertising speak that just

turns them off. They're spending less and less

time paying attention to anything. This is what

old-fashioned marketing has done! No

wonder we're all tuned-out, disengaged, jaded

and cynical when it comes to anyone trying to

sell us anything.

But while your art does indeed speak for itself

(and should of course be allowed to do so) it

only tells part of your story. The other, often-

overlooked part is 'Who is the person behind

this amazing piece?' And that’s where the

storytelling comes in. A good story can say

things about your character that your art

can’t. It can give you an edge over other

similar artists being considered for a project,

and it also allows you to make connections

with new audiences who might not

understand art, but who appreciate your work

based on how you make it.

People ultimately buy what you do – but they

fall in love with why you do it. 

Storytelling allows you to be real and connect

with potential clients on a human level. It

elevates you away from being a bloody

salesman or sponsorship robot. When you

communicate your inspiration, you allow

people to see your art through your eyes.

People then have something extra that they

can share with others in conversation

(something that a two-dimensional image can't

do on its own). You've provided a connection

to yourself and your work that allows you to

foster a deeper relationship with your clients

based on a shared passion for your art.

Storytelling might seem like an additional ‘to

do’ that you don’t have the time or resources

for. But in reality it only requires you to do

something you probably like doing anyway –

talking about your art, about how and why

you make it, and your passion for it.

With this in mind, take another look at your

biog. Does it really tell your story? Does it tell

people how you got here and what you did

along the way that helped shaped you and

your art? Next, take a look at your social

media posts. Does the text say anything about

how that particular tattoo came to be? Or is

it just a load of hashtags fishing for ‘likes’?

Wouldn’t a brief story be more interesting to

your audience? Maybe it would pay to give the

viewer a greater insight into the time you

spend doing the thing you love and the effort

you put into creating what you do.

At its core, storytelling is about making an

authentic, human connection. When people

feel they’re part of your artistic process, and

you’re willing to share a glimpse into your

journey, they’ll root for you and support your

work. Storytelling, when done right, will

increase your influence and have existing and

new audiences talking about your work in a

way that feels natural. It’ll produce a ripple

effect of supporters who want to invest in

your art – and you.

Until next time - Paul

talesfromthenaughtystep@gmail.com

by Paul Talbot
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CONVENTION CALENDAR

UK CONVENTIONS

August 12-14

Dublin International Tattoo

Convention
The Convention Centre, Spencer Dock, N Wall

Quay, Dublin 1, Ireland

www.dublintattooconvention.com

August 19-21

Tatcon Blackpool
Norbreck Castle Hotel, Queen’s Promenade,

Blackpool, Lancashire FY2 9AA

www.tatconblackpool.co.uk

August 20-21

Robin Hood Tattoo Show
Cotgrave Welfare Club, Woodview, Cotgrave,

Nottinghamshire NG12 3PJ 

www.robinhoodtattoofestival.com

August 26-28

Maiden City Ink
Everglades Hotel, Prehen Rd, Derry-

Londonderry BT47 2NS

www.maidencityink.com 

September 23-25

London Tattoo Convention
Tobacco Dock, Wapping Lane, London E1W

2SF

www.thelondontattooconvention.com

October 1-2

Bournemouth Ink ‘n’ Art

Tattoo Fest
The Ballroom, Pavilion Theatre, Pier Approach,

Bournemouth, Dorset BH2 5AA

www.bournemouth.tattoo

October 15-16

Oxford Tattoo Convention
Exeter Hall, Oxford Rd, Kidlington OX5 1AB

www.facebook.com/oxfordtattooconvention

October 15

Halloween Tattoo Bash
Wolverhampton Racecourse, Dunstall Park,

Gorsebrook Rd, Wolverhampton WV6 0PE

www.halloweentattoobash.co.uk

October 28-30

Jurassic Coast Tattoo
Convention

The Premier Inn, Bournemouth Central,

Westover Rd, Bournemouth BH1 2BZ

www.jurassiccoasttattooconvention.co.uk

October 29-30

Cambridge Tattoo Convention
Hilton Cambridge City Centre, Grand Arcade,

20 Downing St, Cambridge CB2 3DT

www.cambridgetattoocon.com

Nov 12-13

East Coast Tattoo Expo 
Highfield Holiday Park, London Road, Clacton-

On-Sea, Essex CO16 9QY

www.eastcoastexpo.co.uk

December 3

Cariad Ink Tattoo Festival
Venue Cymru, The Promenade, Llandudno LL30

1BB

www.facebook.com/CariadInk

April 15-16 2017

Maidstone Tattoo

Extravaganza
The John Hendry Pavilion, Detling Showground,

Maidstone, Kent ME14 3JF

www.maidstonetattooextravaganza.co.uk

April 29-30 2017

TOTAL TATTOO 
& TATTOO TV present:
The Big North Tattoo Show
The Metro Radio Arena, Arena Way, Newcastle

Upon Tyne NE4 7NA

www.facebook.com/bignorthtattooshow

May 5-7 2017

Liverpool Tattoo Convention
Adelphi Hotel, Ranelagh St, Liverpool L3 5UL

www.liverpooltattooconvention.com

May 13-14 2017

Brighton Tattoo Convention
Brighton Centre, King's Rd, Brighton BN1 2GR

www.brightontattoo.com /

@brightontattoocon

July 8-9 2017

Leeds International Tattoo

Expo
First Direct Arena, Arena Way, Leeds LS2 8BY

www.leedstattooexpo.com

OVERSEAS

CONVENTIONS
August 26-28

Stockholm Inkbash
Torkel Knutssonsgatan 2, 118 25 Stockholm,

Sweden

www.stockholminkbash.com

September 2-4

Trondheim Tattoo Convention
Quality Hotel Panorama, Ivar Lykkes veg 1

(Trondheim syd), 7075 Tiller, Norway

www.trondheimtattoo.no

September 9-11

Montreal Art & Tattoo Show
Place Bonaventure, Montreal, QC H3C 1A6,

Canada

news.arttattoomontreal.com

September 10-11

Galway Tattoo Show
Lough Atalia Rd, Galway, Ireland

www.galwaytattooshow.ie

September 16-18

Kaiserstadt Tattoo Expo

Aachen
Hubert-Wienen-Straße 8, Aachen, Germany

www.kaiserstadt-tattoo-expo-aachen.com

September 30-2 October

Barcelona Tattoo Expo
Plaza de España, Av de Isabel la Católica, 41004

Sevilla, Spain

barcelonatattooexpo.com

October21-13

Evian Tattoo Show
Palais Des Festivities, Place Charles Cottet,

74500 Evian, France

www.evian.tattoo

October 30

Tattoo Sunday
Studio Hall, Boogschutterslaan 41, Sint-Kruis,

Brussels

www.facebook.com/tattoosundaybrugge

November 11-13

International Brussels Tattoo

Convention
Tour and Taxis, Brussels, Belgium

www.brusselstattooconvention.be






